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Greetings from the

first national con-

vention of AHPS,

on Helvetia Day at

MILCOPEX '78,

This legend appeared on the insert for covers mailed to each AHPS member from
MILCOPEX on March 4, 1978 . The design is similar to the cancel except that the inner text
is " the World of Philately " , not "AHPS DAY" . The cover was printed in red and pink, with
the legend "MILWAUKEE PHILATELIC SOCIETY" at left ; an embossed "MILCOPEX '78" at left
center ; an embossed globe over several stamps and with the Swiss cross, the German eagle
and a map of Wisconsin at left center ; and "Helvetia Day " at right . "The World of
Philately" was imprinted in gold at lower left, and a winter mountain village scene
appeared in the address field . The new 13 cent small coin stamp was affixed to each cover.

News of the convention appears inside .
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MILCOPEX 1978

	

--

	

THE FIRST NATIONAL A .H .P .S . MEETING, MARCH 3,4,5.

Well, ladies and gentlemen : our first national gathering now is history,
and it is hoped that by now you will have received the souvenir envelope
sent to you from the show, with special cancellation and all .

	

(If not,
write to your president who has a few replacement covers at hand -- pro -
vided that you can actually prove non-receipt :

	

Else you may buy unad
dressed souvenir covers of which very few remain, at 50C apiece if a
self-addressed, stamped envelope is enclosed .)

Last year when the Polar Collectors met at Milcopex, the weather was in
the sixties, and their husky-drawn sled had to be put on wheels : This
year the northern edge of a snowstorm added to the miseries of the Mid-
west's coldest and snowiest winter in man's memory ; but whoever made it,
from as far as New York, Switzerland, Arizona, or Texas (and about 32
members did sign in . . . .a good showing) seemed to enjoy our first gather -
ing except for the ice, snow, and cold outside .

	

Our secretary, else-
where in this or in the next issue, will report about the Saturday after-
noon meetings, and our circuit manager may get a few photographs into
TELL . Since your president was pressed into being an apprentice judge, I
shall therefore report on the exhibits.

Immediately following the ribbon cutting ceremony -- an event recorded
on local TV -- the judges, under the chairmanship of William Bauer (IL)
secretary of APS, and including R .C .Effinger (ALA), and Harry C . Meier
(NJ), as well as Robert McClellan (IL) as the other apprentice judge,
was pressed into service, and had we not all previewed most exhibits the
night before, while they were being mounted, we could never have completed
our task by the deadline of 3 p .m . set by the show chairman, Mr . Martini.
Of the 36 exhibits twelve were of Swiss material (none Liechtenstein), and
it is pleasing to report that all of them received some award

	

(while four
exhibits went home empty-handed .)

Not everyone agrees with judges, of course, and the critique on Sunday
morning -- although much less heated than others I attended in previous
years -- brought out that philatelists are a lot of rugged individualists
who MUST think that their way is THE best way :

	

Unfortunately the judges
do not always believe that this ONE view is the philatelically right view,
and therefore there are always some disappointments if not flaring tempers.

Be this as it may,

	

the official findings concerning Swiss exhibits were
as follows, and as announced at the Milcopex banquet on Saturday night:

5 frames of Geneva Postal	 History,	 1750-1870, Charles LaBlonde : Milco
pex (=M) gold award, AHPS President's Challenge Award, and Postal History
Society medal . Congratulations, major in Colorado Springs, and may your
trophy arrive safely .

	

(Sad note : our Midwest Director, Major Charles La
 Blonde, is transferred to Europe and will not be with us for two years .);
5 frames of Soldiers'	 Issues of World War	 I, WalterAbt: M gold, AHPS

gold ;
8 frames of Selected	 Pages of Swiss Revenues, Donn Lueck : M Vermeil

and AHPS silver;
8 frames of Switzerland's 	 Cross and Numeral	 and	 Standing	 Helvetia Is-

sues	 of of 1882-1924, Harlan F . Stone : M Vermeil and AHPS bronze;
8 frames of 19th	 Century	 Swiss	 Envelopes,	 Postal	 Cards,	 and-Wrap pers,

Harlan F . Stone : M vermeil and UPSS blue certificate;
5 frames of Swiss Postage Dues and Postage Stamps used as Postage Due

Stamps, J . Pascoe Taylor : M silver ;
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3 frames of The	 Silk	 Thread	 Issue of Switzerland	 (Strubel)	 1854-1862,
Jan Donker : M silver;

5 frames of Switzerland's	 Standing	 Helvetia	 Issue,	 1882-1908, David F.
Beaber : M bronze;

5 frames of Swiss	 Airmail, Robert G . Zeigler : M bronze;
2 frames of Plating	 Switzerland's	 Rayon	 II	 Issue, Robert T.Clarke: M brze .;
2 frames of Swiss	 Interspace	 Pairs, Howard Bauman : M bronze;
4 frames of The Pro Juventute 	 Issues, J.F.Barrett, jr . : M bronze.

As you may see this was a very nice variety of material from Switzerland.
All in all 4 Milcopex gold, 6 vermeil, 9 silver, and 14 bronze awards were
given out . The grand prize of the entire show went to an exhibit of Indochina
1862-1908 by a Chicago collector (Mark Isaacs) who previously had never been
in the real winners' ranks and had to accept low awards for his pages : The
runner-up was an exhibit by John G . Fluck : Prisoner of War	 Mail ;	 Austrians
in Russia . Both of these were extremely well presented, in-depth studies,
excellently researched and with material in (relatively) beautiful condition.
I mention this because some Swiss exhibits suffered in their respective
ratings from one or more deficiencies in the above categories of arriving at
a "verdict," such as : too many introductory pages and/or write-up (ONE page
should suffice) ; pages too fancily decorated, thus detracting from the stamps
shown ; topic shown not complete, or not according to the given title of the
display ;

	

bad or inaccurate write-up ; incomplete telling of the story ; too
broad a topic and/or missing key pieces ; different types of pages ; showing
catalogue numbers or experts' names (both huge NO-NOs) ; inconsistency in pre -
sentation by showing unrelated materials and the like, or showing in effect
two collections squeezed into one, such as mint stamps and then covers; etc.
By the way : AVOID the term "Selected Pages from 	 " because it usually
implies that you do not have the key items (unless you really show those).

Every collection can always be improved : some by being more complete or more
concise ; some by "uncrowding" the pages ; some by saying more in fewer words.
Of course no two juries will ever react identically, and everybody at times
meets a panel that condemns an exhibit or low-rates it in spite of a high
award at a similarly rated show (international, national, regional, local)
a few weeks earlier . These things one simply shrugs off and vows "wait till
next time ." Monetary value of an exhibit, by the way, is NOT of very high
importance . It may help to resolve a tie ; but completeness and presentation
are of highest importance ; and so is the story told.

Sincere felicitations to all exhibitors AND winners ; you helped get the AHPS
on the map in the central Northlands of our country, and quite a few people
stopped at our host table to pick up a free TELL and often an application
blank ..

A special thank you is due to Ron Buege, our local arrangements contact, as
well all of those (including some wives) who kept the AHPS table staffed;
to Norm Rose who put our slide show on a cassette ; and to everyone who made
the trip to the cold North.

There WAS a New Glarus outing on Sunday, but only 5 people went to see the
pretty much "winterized" and thus almost closed town.

Our next national get-together probably will take place in the fall of 1979,
and right now the eastern part of the US seems to be favored ; but if you
have a real bit of influence with a show committee that will want us, then
please communicate with the undersigned . . . .the sooner, the better.

Farewell for the moment ; soon we shall have more for you.
Felix Ganz, president .
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Report of the First National Meeting of A .H .P .S.

President Felix Ganz called the meeting to order at 2 :03 p.m. on Saturday, March 4,

1978, in Room 114 of the Ramada Inn--Airport, Milwaukee, Wisconsin . Twenty-six people

attended the meeting, of whom twenty were A .H .P .S . members.

After a welcome from Mary Ann Owens, the President read a note from life member
Ernest A. Kehr regretting that he could not be there and suggesting that our next meeting
be held in the East. A letter of congratulations from former President Jan Donker was
also read . The Editor of Tell, Bob Ross, was unfortunately in the hospital and unable

to attend.

The President thanked and congratulated Ronald M . Buege for handling the many details

of local coordination with MILCOPEX.

The Secretary, Bob Zeigler, reported that membership currently stood at about 470 and
was climbing back toward the record 510 set last fall . All members were urged to help
recruit new members for the Society.

The Librarian, Bob Scheuermann, reported that interest of members in the Library had
thus far not been very strong . Few members had responded to his recent request in Tell
to list the most important reference works in their libraries.

Member Walter Abt (who came from Switzerland expressly to attend this show) said that
the library really ought to obtain its own copy of the 1924 Zumstein Handbuch, as this is
still the most valuable single reference on Swiss philately . Mr. Abt offered to help '
locate a copy . There was general agreement that the idea should be seriously considered.
Member Donn Lueck, of Phoenix, Arizona, donated volume 3 of the Essay-Proof Journal
(containing several Swiss articles by George Caldwell) to the Library.

The Sales Circuit Director, Mr . Mario Wiedenmeier of Galveston, Texas, reported that
circuits were generally going quite well, with 42 circuits now on the road, over $1,000
already paid to owners, and another $3,000 in the bank . The sales job was consuming about
20 hours per week.

The Auction Director, Gerry Diamond, reported a number of facts about the auctions.
A high percentage of lots--50 or 60%--are going to our Canadian members . Medium grade
material, realizing $5-$50, sells best . Auction estimates are generally exceeded . About

50 members bid in every auction . The auction is being run as a service to members rather
than as a moneymaker, with a flat 10% commission and no lotting fee . A special auction
section will be run experimentally containing defective high-catalog material . The most
serious complaints are that Tell sometimes arrives after auction closing dates . Larger
auctions two months apart will be tried to solve this problem.

The President thanked Donn Lueck for coordinating the December Swiss issue of Linn's,
and asked whether he would be willing to do it again this coming year . Donn agreed to do
so, and asked all members to consider writing articles . Lack of prior publications should
deter no one, as several of the excellent articles last December were first efforts . Dead-
lines will appear in Tell.

The President announced that Chuck LaBlonde, our Midwestern Director, will resign
June 1 due to a move to Britain . Mr. Ganz asked for a volunteer to replace him, and Louis
Freitag of South Bend agreed to do so .
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It was announced that we are running low on award medals . Replacements will cost
nearly $15 .00 apiece . Mr. Ganz suggested restricting medals to one per show, except
at shows where A .H .P .S . has its national meeting . There was general agreement . Donn

Lueck asked if we could do the medals in the United States . (This will be looked into .)

The next order of business was to appoint a nominating committee to name a slate of
officers for 1979-1980. Bob Ross and Felix Ganz wish not to continue in their offices.
The President asked for volunteers, and John Barrett agreed to serve as chairman, and Burns
Speer and Ron Buege will also serve.

The matter of a membership directory was discussed . Mr . Zeigler pointed out that the
APS attitude on this is hard to explain : on one hand they have a very active stamp theft
prevention program, and on the other hand, their membership directory is the best reference
source around for stamp thieves . After discussion, it was agreed that the possibility of
a limited directory, incorporating only names and preference codes, should be explored.

All present agreed that the first national meeting of A .H.P .S . was a great success,
and that another should be held next year, perhaps at SEPAD (Philadelphia) or at the A .P .S.

show in Boston.

The meeting was adjourned at 3 :20 p .m .

	

Respectfully submitted - Bob Zeigler, Secretary .
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THE PRO JUVENTUTE ARMS STAMPS By E .J. Rawnsley of the Helvetia Philatelic Society (G .B .)
. . . Continued from the March issue.

T E S S I N (TICINO) - (1803)- Arms : Per pale gules and azure.

A striking, though not perhaps such a harmonious design. Not
much is known as to the reason for the combination of colours, but
it is generally accepted that as homage to Napoleon, through whom
the canton achieved its independence, the colours of the City of
Paris - red and blue - were adopted as cantonal arms . From the
12th century until 1403, because of its importance as a key to the
passes into Italy it was jealously guarded by the Dukes of Milan
and Como, who built at Bellinzona three superb fortresses to guard
the Gotthard, Lukmanier and San Bernardino Passes . Later the area
was monopolised by the Visconti . Then the Val Leventina went over

to Uri, which led to endless quarrels between the Milanese and the Confederates . In
1798 Tessin gained independence and joined the Confederation in 1803 . Bricks are
shown in the border design of the 1920 stamp, symbolising that building is the
principal occupation of the inhabitants.

V A UD (WAADT) - (1815) - Arms : Party per fesse argent and vert,
in chief the words 'LIBERTÉ ET
PATRIE' or, outlined sable.

This district was a subject area for a long period, having been
conquered by the Bernese in 1536 during the period of the Reform-
ation . In 1788 it proclaimed its independence, accepted French
'protection' and adopted the green flag of the Revolution, result-
ing in occupation by the French, but in 1803 Napoleon decreed that
Vaud should rejoin the Confederation. The green flag passed into
the arms, which are the least heraldic in design of all the cantons.
At first the words 'LIBERTÉ, EGALITÉ' were adopted, in sympathy

with France, but this device was speedily abandoned and replaced by 'LIBERTÉ ET PATRIE'.
Vine-growing is the principal industry of the canton and is shown in the border design
of the stamp of 1919.

LAUSANNE, the chief town, has for arms : Gules, a chief argent .

	

It
is an ecclesiastical and educational centre and traces its

history back to the 4th century . As with the stamp of the cantonal
arms, the border of the stamp of 1928 is composed of bunches of
grapes .

V ALAI S (WALLIS) - (1815) Arms : Per pale
argent and

gules 5 mullets of as many points in pale between on
either side 4 such mullets in pale, all counterchanged.

The district of Valais (or Wallis) was originally a republic
governed by a Bishop whose family arms figures on the banners,
together with the arms of the bishopric which appear on early seals
ana monuments . From 1628-1798, under a new constitution, the old
colours of red and white were retained but new arms were ado pted:
'Per pale, argent and gules, 7 stars counterchanged', representing
the seven districts of tue High Valais .

	

From 1802-1815 the shield
bore 12 stars for the seven districts of the High Valais and five of the Lower Valais
and the shield was shown charged with 12 stars arranged per pale in 3 rows of 4 (all
counterchanged) .

	

In 1819 a 13th star was added for the district of Conthey, and the

arms now show tue 13 stars arranged per pale 4 :5 :4 .

	

The clusters of fruit shown
in the border are a remKinder that parts of the canton have highly developed orchards

and vineyards .
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NE U CH AT E L (NEUENBURG) - (1815) - Arms: Tierced in pale
vert, argent and

gales, in the sinister chief point a cross couped
of the second.

Neuchâtel was long dependent upon France and was governed by the
House of Orleans-Longueville, Counts of Neuchâtel . The family arms
and those of the Principality were : 'Or, a pale gules charged with
three chevrons argent', which now comprise the arms of the City of
Neuchâtel. The heralds interpret this as representing the castle
of that name, signifying the central building and two towers, and
for proof cite the ancient seals which show a castle of two towers
separated by a pointed roof.

The shield of the House of Neuchatel remained in use for a long time, despite
changes of dynasty, for in 1767 sovereignty passed to the Kings of Prussia, and although
the area became a Swiss canton in 1815 the ties with Prussia were not finally broken
until 1848 . In 1818, however, the Grand Council of Neuchatel decided to abolish the
old arms recalling the ancient regime and one of the Deputies presented to the Assembly
a flag of green, white and red, which ne proposed in its place . He justified his
choice of colours by saying that the red represented the blood which theNeuchâtelers
were ready to shed in defence of their new flag, the white was the symbol of the purity
of their intentions and the green represented the forests and meadows of the Jura
mountains . The new flag was adopted with enthusiasm, and a small white cross was
added to indicate their allegiance to the Federal State, and was thus adopted as the
cantonal arms . On the stamp of 1923 the border is composed of watches, signifying
the principal industry of the canton, with its world-famous centres at La Chaux-de-
Fonds and Le Locle .

	 G E N E V E (GENF - (1815) - Arms : Per pale: dexter or, a demi-
eagle displayed sable, armed

and crowned gules ; sinister gules, a key in pale,
wards upwards and to the sinister or.

This is one of the most beautiful of all the heraldic shields.
Although adopted officially for use as cantonal arms only in 1814,
their use as the arms of the City of Geneva dates back to 1446.
The eagle signifies that it was an Imperial City ; this emblem was
used on coins and is to be found everywhere on monumental sculpture.
Geneva was also governed by a Prince-Bishop who bore the arms of the
Cathedral Chapter, dedicated to St . Peter: Gules, two keys or in

saltire. So the cantonal arms are composed of half the Imperial arms and half those
of the Chapter, which exactly represents the political situation . This form of shield
was in use from the 19th century ; prior to that, according to ancient seals going as
far back as 1342, the arms were shown as : 1, the two keys in saltire and 2 . the
demi-eagle. Finally the two halves of the shield were reversed to conform to the
heraldic rules relating to banners . The arms are often shown with a golden sun
and the letters 'IHS' or with the motto 'POST TENRBRAS LUX' - 'After darkness light' -
which goes back to the time of the Reformation .

	

The necklaces of pearls shown in the
border of the 1918 stamp signify that Geneva is the centre of the jewellery trade.

THE CONFEDERATION - (1840) - Arms : Gules, a cross couped argent.

Prior to the French Revolution there was no central administration
and, therefore, no one coat-of-arms representing the country as a whole . When the
upheaval of the Revolution imposed a unite(' government on Switzerland the occupying
powers introduced a flag of their own of red, yellow and green, although arms were not
greatly in favour at that time and seals of the epoch were invariably embellished with
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the image of Wilhelm Tell (with or without his son and the celebrated
apple . . . and usually being welcomes by a figure representing France),
or other revolutionary emblems, while the coins bore a warrior
waving the three-coloured flag. The detested colours were abolished
under the Act of Mediation, but it was not until the restored
Confederation came into being that the need for one flag, as a rally-
ing sign for the Federal Army, arose . It was put forward in 1830
by General Dufour (then a Colonel of Engineers) who insisted on the
organisation of defence forces at the time of the Confederation's
first declaration of neutrality. The idea was greeted with
hostility and jealousy by many cantons, justly proud of their own

individual flags. The idea was studied in 1830 and 1832 and by 1835, 17 cantons voted
in favour . In 1839 it was again put to the vote and the Federal Flag, which serves
also as the national coat-of-arms, was adopted on 21st July, 1840.

By a curious coincidence the newest arms are also the most ancient . Historically
the red flag with a crucifix in the upper corner was the emblem of Schwyz under Imperial
favour. From 1339 at the battle of Laupen it is stated in the records that the
Confederates wore a 'cross of white stuff upon a red field' (Ein wiss crüz in einem
roten velde) .

	

This applied to Swiss soldiers in general, not merely those from
Schwyz. The cross on the 'ecu' (money) of Schwyz is mentioned officially in 1553
under the name of a Federal Cross ('Eidgenossen Crütz) and a gold medal of 1547 shows
a straight cross with arms of equal length . It is not known for certain whether the
reason for the 'couped' cross was to distinguish it from the Danish flag : Gules, the
white cross of Daneborg) . As mentioned earlier in this article the cross as depicted
above (and in that for Neuchatel) are shown with an outline, only for ease in drawing.

Before closing mention should be made of the attractive stamp issued in 1965 to
mark the 150th anniversary of the entry of the cantons of Valais, Neuchatel and Geneva
into the Confederation and shows the arms of each together with the national arms.
Many of the 'Soldier Stamps' also depict excellent examples of cantonal shields.

Bibliography :

	

'Die Fahnen & Farben der Schweizerischen Eidgenossenschaft & der
Kantone' - Robert Mader

'Complete Manual to Heraldry' - A . C. Fox-Davies
'heraldry' - J. S.Milbourne
'Study of the Swiss Arms' - Mme G . Romain
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ON THE EDITORS DESK

Dear Sir:

I read with interest Robert D . Gleichenhaus ' s front page assertion in January ' s edition

that "major Swiss prices have declined " . While the figures he uses look convincing they
completely leave out of account the state of the market as it has existed for years.

Hinged material has for a long time changed hands at higher discounts than 10% to 20%
If he had used the Amateur Collector Catalogs of the past few years, this would have been
apparent to him . All that Zumstein has done is to come more into line with our prices

for hinged material . At the same time Zumstein has over-reacted in many many cases as
stamps simply are not available retail (certainly not in Switzerland) at discounts as high
as 50%.

In fact, so little very modern material is on offer in hinged condition that it is

superfluous to quote any discounts . I certainly have great difficulty in keeping hinged

stocks of the last twenty or so years . In any case, all stamps from 1964 onwards are

still valid for postage and could not possibly be worth less than face!

Leaving apart a handful of exceptions (nothing ever completely conforms to rules or

trends) the net prices quoted in the Amateur Collector ' s Catalogs are far more to the point

than the theoretical Zumstein "discount tabs " .

Mr . Gleichenhaus also states that " . . . .if the market is demanding N .H	 " etc,.
the fact is, it is only the European market which demands N .H . and if they want to pay
inflated prices (i .e . full Zumstein) for this condition, it is their prerogative to do so.
We, in England and America, collect (with the exclusion of a few cranks) hinged - nicely
hinged of course - condition and pay much lower prices.

English-speaking nations are more practical than their European counterparts.
This is not confined only to philately . The Europeans, particularly the German-speaking
nations, have far " tidier" minds and apparently a hinge on a stamp is untidy!

Whatever I could write on this theme could in no way better the final paragraph of
Dr . Ganz ' s note in the same issue of "Tell " .

Let us collect stamps, not gum (sometimes of doubtful authenticity) - and save money
in doing so! (H.L. Katcher - Amateur Collector)

Dr . Ganz's Note Read:
"At any rate, your views are very well taken, and you have one supporter right here.
While I shun "mint" stamps that have bundles of hinges on their backs (and usually
a thin underneath) I still buy well hinged stamps AND hinge all my stamps mounted
in my collections albeit with the tiniest sliver of a foldover hinge . In the long
run the nutty gum fever and craze will go where it belongs : to hell ; and (nein : UND)
mit it de ganze collectorschaft what svears on ze gummi backside nur/only mit total-
perfection! So much swindling is going on already that this development is unavoidable,
and before long immaculate gum will be suspect on ALL stamps, and command a price
reduction! "
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A NEW LOOK AT SWITZERLAND'S 'TETE BECHE', 'SE TENANT'
	 AND 'INTERSPACE ' STAMP COMBINATIONS :	 1908 - 1933

By Fred R . Lesser

At the turn of the last century, Switzerland began her career as Europe ' s most

sought-after and promoted vacation country, a proponent for tourism at its very best.
What also helped Switzerland to achieve this position was the import of modern winter
sports by the British.

Very much aware of the publicity value of the scenic picture postcard to further
tourism especially when mailed home by duly impressed, happy and enthusiastic vacationers,
the PTT (Swiss Postal Administration) was not slow in coming up with an answer to a
convenient way of carrying around postage stamps in one ' s pocket or wallet without the

risk of the stamps ' gum doing its work rather prematurely . Thus was born in 1904 the
Swiss stamp booklet with its panes of 6 perforated stamps neatly and safely separated by
layers of glassine-like paper.

Of all the 20th century Swiss postage stamp issues, none confronted the philatelist
with a more complex challenge than the upside-down, side-by-side and interspaced or
guttered stamp pairings which resulted from the layouts of the stamp sheets especially
configurated for stamp booklets . Two questions however, began to confound the conscience
of many dedicated stamp collectors . Should postage stamps in perforated pairing combo-
nations be considered philatelic material in the traditional sense of philately? Should
such stamps be regarded as of philatelic value equal to that of other postage stamps when
the combinations' existence was solely functional to a mechanical convenience?

The prominence of these stamp pairings in most comprehensive Swiss stamp collections
today and the unabated demand for them, confirm the Swiss philatelist ' s affirmative
answer to both questions. There were, in the beginning, some misgivings over the PTT's
policy in selling the specially configurated stamp sheets in the first place and certain
objections to their availability only at the 8 Philatelic Agencies (Bern, Basel, Geneva,
Lausanne, Lugano, Luzern, St .Gallen and Zurich) but all scruples soon subsided when
stamp collectors realized their role as godfathers to a whole new chapter in Swiss phil-
ately . In fact, had it not been for the stamp collector, none of the 'Tete Beche',

' Interspace' and many of the 'Se Tenant ' combinations in mint or used condition would
have existed in the first place.

Over the years, many of the 'Tete Boche', 'Se Tenant' and particularly of the
' Interspace' pairing combinations acquired staggeringly high price tags while others,
relatively less expensive, have become very scarce . The prices paid for some of these
combinations at a November 77 international stamp auction in Zurich may illustrated the
aforementioned statement:

'Tete Beche'
Pair of 5 Cts . 1913 PROJUVENTUTE authentically used $

	

735 .00

Pair of 20 Cts . 1925/33 WILLIAM TELL on grilled paper tied to an envelope $1,582 .50

'Se Tenant'
Vertical pair 10 Cts . & 15 Cts . WILLIAM TELL authentically used $

	

243 .00
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'Interspace '

Pair of maroon 5 Cts . TELL BOY with 7/16 " hole voided interspace,

in mint condition

Pair of orange 5 Cts . TELL BOY with 5/16 " hole voided interspace,

in mint condition

Pair of 20 Cts . 1925/33 WILLIAM TELL on grilled paper with
perforation voided interspace in mint condition

This new and updated effort to investigate the complex origin of these pairing
combinations and the reason why many of them attained such a costly position in Swiss
philately will try to correct some of the omissions and errors in articles published on

this subject previously . However, there still remain many ' grey areas ' where accurate

data on the issuance and distribution of the sheets through the various PTT Philatelic
Agencies will always be lacking . There were also reports to the effect that the avail-

ability of the sheets was not always 'even ' , i .e . that they were not always available in
sufficient quantities to meet the demand evenly at all of the 8 Philatelic Agency

locations . Furthermore, there are indications that the personnel at some of the Agencies
used their discretion in breaking up the sheets and in selling the various pairing
combinations in single pairs and block-like multiples.

It is, therefore, necessary to engage the reader ' s attention in a studious analysis

of the inter-relationship between the various sheet layouts and the resultant pairing
permutations.

At first, regular sheets of 100 stamps were used to provide the panes for the 6
booklets the PTT released during the years 1904 - 1907 . Each of these booklets contained

4 panes of 6 stamps of either 5 Cts . or 10 Cts . face value . Thus, the public could buy

booklets made up of 24 x 5 Cts . stamps or 24 x 10 Cts . stamps . Fig . 1 depicts a regular

sheet of 100 stamps . When broken up along the dotted lines, it yielded 5 panes each
with its own lefthand margin for stapling or binding them together . But how to dispose
of the remaining 70 stamps became an administrative inconvenience .



CORPORATION INTERNATIONALE DE PHILATELIE

CORINPHILA's 60th international auction sale of classic rarities
will be staged during sessions between April 24 and 29, in Zurich, according
to word from Jack Luder, the firm's president.

As in all previous CORINPHILA sales, the material offered can be
described in only superlative terms, and will be sought by the world's
foremost philatelic connoisseurs .

	

In all, there will be more than 8,000
individual lots, with a conservative estimated cash worth in excess of
$4 million . Most of the items come from several collections that have won
large gold medals in recent international competition.

The catalogue describing each lot will be the largest in the firm's
history, and, in addition to carefully prepared text, it contains no fewer
than 200 full-page illustrations, 20 of them in that faithful color reproduc-
tion for which CORINPHILA is universally known.

One of the finest Liechtenstein collections ever assembled is particu-
larly strong in precursors and forerunners on and off cover . One of them,

a cover franked with one- and two-kreutzer Austrian stamps of 1850 and a
superbly clear VADUTZ postmark, which is estimated at 25,000 Swiss francs

(about $12,500).

Swiss issues, which normally start CORINPHILA sales, are being offered
in mid-sessions of the six-day sale. Among the lots are powerhouse gems of

the Cantonal, Rayon and Strubeli classics : a "Double Geneva" on cover is
estimated at 50,000 Sfrs (about $25,000) ; two loose pairs (one used on

piece) ; a "Basel Dove" on cover ; a "Poste Locale", also on cover from Geneva,
and other equally popular items continue the session .

	

The later issues,

through the 20th Century, also are found in uncommon profusion, with
emphasis on examples of all the 1913 semi-official airmails on cover and in
full mint sheets as they were sold 65 yearsago!!

In addition to these rarities described above, there are numerous other
choice items avidly sought by collectors to improve their collections.

There are several policies that distinguish CORINPHILA sales .

	

The

descriptions are meticulously and conservatively given ; every lot carries a
written guarantee of genuineness assuring buyers of full refunds within a
five-year period when descriptions prove erroneous . While estimates are
given and based on 50 years of experience on current market trends, not a
single lot carries any "reserve" or minimum bid that will be accepted.

''We never had a finer range of material certain to delight connoisseur-

buyers', Mr . Luder stated .

	

"CORINPHILA concentrates on but a single sale
each year so our clients are offered a large number of treasures at one time
so they need not come to Zurich several times annually to get material they
need for collections or clients .

	

It also enables us to get the finest

consignments and have the time to properly prepare them for sale."

No charge is made for the two-pound catalogue-- which truly is a
permanent reference source for libraries-- but collectors who have not
previously bid at CORINPHILA sales are asked to remit $10 (preferably in
bills) to partially cover air-mail postage costs .

	

Address CORINPHILA,

Bahnhofstr . 102, CH-8023, Zurich, Switzerland .



IN LAUSANNE, May 26 to June 4,

1978, Palais de Beaulieu.

This large national philatelic exhibition for which the unusual

ships souvenir sheet has been issued (SFr .5 .) will feature 2300 frames

of 9 pages . 850 frames will contain all aspects of Swiss philately, from

earliest pre-stamp collections, over the classics to research collections

of marginally philatelic objects, and to cancellation collections . 450

frames will display European countries,190 non-European countries, 100

frames are reserved for junior exhibits, and the rest divides between a

magnificent Court of Honor, airmail, space, and thematic collections

The last "national" was held in Lausanne in 1955, and it is expected that

the 1978 event will outclass that earlier, fine show by a long, long way.

Anyone from the United States expecting to visit that exhibition (your

president will be in Europe at that time) should make hotel and flight re-

servations immediately because transatlantic travel, in spite of the low

or weak power of the U .S .Dollar, continues unabatedly.

The Palais de Beaulieu is located high on the slope on which Lausanne is

situated, higher than both the railway station and the old city, and not

very far below the Lake Geneva autostrada (Geneva - Simplon pass).

In addition to the souvenir sheet the Swiss PTT (which will be prominent-

ly represented at this exhibition) has issued a single stamp picturing an

old Vaud Canton postal coach sign.

The exhibition will be open daily (except opening day) from 10 a .m . to

7 p .m . on weekdays, and longer on Fridays . The bourse will close every

day at 6 :30 p.m . Any inquiries for lodging should be sent to : Office du

Tourisme et des Congrès; Dept . Accueil-Congres ; 60 avenued'Ouchy, POB

248, 1006 Lausanne.

Admission to the exhibition is without charge, and every member of a Swiss

philatelic society (AHPS does not count, unfortunately) will receive one

free exhibition catalogue which is said to contain progressive die proofs

not available elsewhere . The catalogue is also available for SFr . 4 ., plus

postage (or about $4 .), as are specially cacheted envelopes (also SFr . 4 a

set), from LEMANEX, POB 598,1001 Lausanne (Switzerland) .

	

FG
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In 1908, the PTT adopted a 90-stamp sheet layout as shown in Fig . 2 . With its
2 vertical rows of stamps in an upside-down position to each other, the layout concept
became known as the 'Tete Beche ' . The advantages of the 'Tete Beche' layout are
immediately apparent . When broken up along the dotted lines, the sheet yields 15 panes
of 6 stamps each and each pane with its own lefthand margin for binding.

To prevent the use of the blank 4th vertical row, i .e . the perforated stamp paper,
for counterfeits or forgeries, the ' interspaces ' were voided by various methods . In the
beginning, the PTT voided the 'blanks' by punching holes into them . This was done
manually . In 1921, the hole diameter was reduced from 7/16" (11mm) to 5/16 " (9mm) . Soon,
another voidance technique was adopted whereby the interspaces were 'destroyed' by a
vertically perforated line through the center until finally, the blank interspaces were
voided by printing of vertical or horizontal lines of small crosses . However, regardless
of what voidance method the PTT employed, the reader is already now well advised to bear
in mind that there were 3 distinctly different 'Tete Beche' layout configurations used
during 1908 and 1933 and that in a number . of instances, the same stamp appeared in 2 and
even 3 of these different layouts .

The employment of the Fig . 2 layout
was exclusively for single denomina -
tion booklet panes . Hence, the con-
figuration of the ' Tete Beche' layout
did not show up in the booklets them-
selves . On the other hand, however,
to the stamp collector who bought
these sheets at one of the Philatelic
Agencies, an intriguing challenge
opened up as each sheet could yield
10 ' Tete Beche ' pairs of stamps as
well as the same number of 'Inter-
space ' combinations. Obviously,
they did not yield any 'Se Tenant'
permutations being single-denomin-
ation sheets.
The following stamps were used in
this layout (Fig . 2) :
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As the reader will observe later on, 3 of the stamps listed (Zst .Cat . #s : 126 II,

128, 153) were used again in 2-denomination sheet layouts, hence their multiple 'Tete
Beche ' pairings and ' Interspace ' combinations . (Note Figs . 3 and 4 below .) This fact

has rarely been publicized before . As evidence serves the circumstance that these
particular stamps were used in single-denomination pane format in booklets issued after

. 1917 which also contained a 2-denomination pane.

The above Figs . 3 and 4 represent an adoptation of the 'Tete Beche ' layout for

2-denomination booklet panes and with it, the appearance of the 3 ' Se Tenant ' pairing

permutations . There is, however, an important difference between these 2 layouts . The
' Tete Beche' pairings in Fig . 3 result from upside-down combinations between stamps of
the same face value. In Fig . 4, the pairings come about between stamps of different
face values . It is interesting to note also that the Fig . 3 layout was only used for
2-denomination panes in the 1918 and 1920 booklets and for the same 2 stamps in each
instance.

A close look at the Fig . 3 and 4 sheet layouts will also reveal that each
sheet only yielded 5 ' Interspace ' combinations of the same kind thus reducing their
availability in later years.

Stamp booklets containing a pane of 2 different stamp values were only issued
during the years 1918 - 1933 . There were 9 booklets in all . Later in this article,

.the reader will find a complete listing of booklets and their content.

There are a few interesting observations to be made in connection with all
2-denomination 'Tete Beche' sheets . As previously stated, the stamp collector who
bought a complete sheet had the opportunity of harvesting 15 'Se Tenant' pairing per-
mutations, whereas the purchaser of a booklet containing a single pane of 2-denominations
had only access to a single pair, either a horizontal or a vertical combination . Further-
more, the single 2-denomination pane in the booklets only offered the user one single
higher face value. Of course, the owner of a complete sheet could only arrive at all 15
'Se Tenant ' pairing permutations at the expense of the 'Interspace' and, in a layout
per Fig . 4, of the 'Tete Beche ' combinations .
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Figs . 5 and 6 show the ' Tete Beche' sheet layouts used for single denomination
and 2-denomination booklet panes from 1928 onward . With the introduction of the inter-
space voidance by perforation, there was the occasional overlap with the previous punched
hole method . There were 2 such overlaps:

In 1933, the PTT released the last stamp booklet with a 2-denomination pane . From
a philatelic point of view, it became the most interesting booklet of all since it consisted
entirely of WILLIAM TELL and TELL BOY stamps of the grilled paper variety . The booklet
contained 12 x 10 Cts . (Zst.#184z, Scott # 169C, 12 x 20 Cts . (Zst .#174z, Scott #176C) and
one pane of 6 stamps in the order of i x 10 Cts . (Zst . #184z, Scott #169C) ,and 5 x 5 Cts.
(Zst.#183z) . Needless to point out that the pairing combinations which resulted from the
grilled paper 'Tete Beche ' sheets are scarce and highly valued.

On a few occasions, 'Tete Beche' sheets slipped through with their interspace
columns un-voided or with vertical perforation lines severely displaced . Their philatelic
rarity value is obvious.

Just as a matter of interest,
but not directly relevant to this
investigation, Fig . 7 illustrates
a fourth 'Tete Beche ' sheet lay-
out which the PTT adopted with the
introduction of interspace
voidance by printing of vertical and
horizontal lines of small crosses.
Why this change in layout was
ever made has never been made
known .
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To enable the student of the Swiss 'Tete Beche', ' Se Tenant ' and ' Interspace ' stamp
combinations to assess fully the extent of multiple pairing permutations yielded by the
PTT ' s choice of different layout configurations, the listing below relates the stamps used
in booklets during the years 1908 to 1933 to the 'Tete Beche ' sheet layouts from which the
booklet panes (6 stamps per pane) were obtained .
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It is generally assumed that a stamp's market value is a direct function of its
rarity which, in turn, may depend on its quantitative issuance in relation to other
stamps, on the stamp's short rated validity or some features that give the stamp a
singular variety status.

In the case of the high-priced and prized 'Interspace' combinations, no
immediate co-relation to issuance figures is possible since the PTT never released
issuance figures for the complete 'Tete Beche' sheets . In fact, it was not until 1953
that the PTT gave out issuance figures for their stamp booklets . On the other hand,
Zumstein & Cie do publish in their SPEZIALKATALOG issuance figures for the 'Tete Beche '
pairing combinations which, as they report, were given to them by the Controller of the
Philatelic Agencies (Wertzeichenverkaufsstellen) . By dividing the Zumstein 'Tete Beche '
by a factor of 10 or 20 in accordance with the respective sheet layout configuration
from which they originated, an issuance figure for certain ' Interspace ' pairs might be
arrived at in theory . The emphasis is on theory since the Zumstein numbers cannot take
into account the permutations which resulted from the PTT ' s use of various interspace
voidance methods . There are no statistics of any kind as to the proportion of 7/16 "
(11 mm) to 5/16" (9 mm) holes or how many punched hole 'Tete Beche' sheets were sold
side by side with sheets in which the blank column was voided by a vertical perforation
line . It is also conceivable that the uneven distribution of the 'Tete Beche ' sheets -
as referred to previously - may have had something to do with the ultimate scarcity of
some of these sheets . Therefore, the catalogue prices published for these pairing
combinations and the prices yielded at auctions for such material must be accepted as
an indication for the factual rarity or scarcity of these stamps.

And finally a word of great caution : By now the reader will have observed
that the ' Interspace' combinations of stamps Zst .#s 153/170 (Scott #s 168/160) and
Zst.#s 170/170 (Scott #s 160/160) appeared with their interspaces voided by both hole
diameters, i .e . combinations exist with the 7/16 " (11 mm) and the 5/16 " (9 mm) holes.
However, there is an enormous price differential between the pairs with small holes
and those with large holes . The pairs with the small holes are considerably cheaper.
Collectors are warned to be extremely careful before investing in these two pairs
with 7/16" (11 mm) holes as it does not require a great deal of technical knowhow to
increase a hole diameter from 5/16 " (9 mm) to 7/16" (11 mm) . Such are the vagaries of
philately.

MORE EDITORS DESK

An interesting result from a December Richard Wolffers auction : the very rare Standing

Helvetia 1 Fr ., 11 1/2 x 11 (2 99B ; S 124a) with Murren cancel sold for $1600 . At the Nov-

ember Rapp auction another used Standing Helvetia sold for a fantastic 10,500 SF . plus 13%

commission, almost $6000 at current exchange rates . A $3400 swing . (Fred R . Lesser)

Bob Zeigler ' s article on League and Labor Bureau forgery overprints was reprinted with
illustrations from Tell in the April/May/June 1977 issue of the "UNSU " Philatelic Review,

vol . 14D, pp. 14-17 . In the same issue, J. Terins has an interesting article on regular

cancelled FDC's of the UN at Geneva. (Many Swiss collectors also collect UN Geneva, a

subject which arguably might be covered by Tell . There are at least three U .S . publications

covering the field, however ; the UNSU is the ATA study group, Dues are $5 .00, write to

Dieter Kist, 82-63 88th Place, Glendale, N .Y . 11264)

A new Swiss price list is available from W & A van de Weerd, 2082 Kansas Avenue N .E.,

St . Petersburg, FL 33703.

Major Charles LaBlonde ' s " Postal History of Geneva " reprinted from Tell has completed

its run in The American Philatelist, vol . 91, 1977, p . 273/April, p . 361/May, p.452/June,

p. 547,/July, p . 606/August, and p . 710/ September .
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